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The Busy Man’s arXiv

Henrik Spoon

Cornell University Library

Introduction
Repository of electronic preprints (e-prints)
Serving the physics, astronomy, math, computer science, and
statistics communities
Volume grown so much that there is too much for a researcher to
peruse on a daily (weekly) basis  need for filtering

arXiv was started in 1991 by Paul Ginsparg at Los Alamos Nat. Lab. in
response to preprints overloading researcher’s small email in-boxes

The xxx.lanl.gov server,
or, as Paul Ginsparg calls
it: the desk-bottom
publishing machine

How it works…
1. Author submits a PDF or LaTex document to arXiv.org
2. Submission is processed and checked for:
1. Affiliation
2. Proper choice of category
3. Plagiarism
3. Submission is released into arXiv
4. List of new submissions is mailed out every workday

More and more quantitative research disciplines are included in arXiv:
•
•
•
•
•
•

(Astro)physics
Computer Science
Mathematics
Quantitative Biology
Quantitative Finance
Statistics

Recently added (September ‘17):
• Economics
• Electrical Engineering and Systems Science

Early user statistics: 1991-1994

20,000 users/month
by April 1994

Downloads have increased
to around 5 million/month
in 2016
Very soon the 1 billion total
downloads mark will be
passed!

Submission history for arXiv 1992-2016: early and late adopters
2016:
113,380 submissions
to arXiv
= ~470 / workday !

ASTRO-PH: subcategories introduced in 2009:
allows to shorten the daily new-submission reading list
2016:
13,214 submissions
for ASTRO-PH
= 55 / workday !

A daily chore for graduate students and post-docs:
stay on top of new publications in the field
• Who is scooping me?
• What new research or data will help me to
advance my project?
• Who should I cite to appear “in the know”?
scan arXiv new submission mailings (sorry: not
for chemistry and engineering)

 Problem: 55 new preprints/day in e.g. ASTRO-PH

https://sourcesup.renater.fr/bmarxiv/bmarxiv.php

BMarXiv conceived
and maintained by
Vianney Lebouteiller

Other arXiv wrappers:

• arXiver for astro-ph
• arXiv Sanity Preserver for cs and stat
• ….
Questions about BMarXiv: contact me at h.spoon@cornell.edu

